A New Service available only from General Kinematics:

Ending the cycle of downtime through the latest predictive technology.

BARRIER™ Basic: Includes VERTEX™ Monitoring device.


BARRIER™ Premier: Includes VERTEX™ Monitoring Device, Web portal, text alerts, GK Tech phone response within four hours, Bi-Annual service inspections*.

*U.S. and Canada customers only.

For more information visit

www.gkbarrier.com

and learn how General Kinematics can improve your processing power.

General Kinematics Corporation
**WHY APEX™**

- Quickly diagnose stroke and speed of your equipment.
- Share your data with GK experts to improve your performance.
- APEX™ makes reading multiple data points easy. Accessible via the APEX™ app for iPhone or Android.

**WHY VERTEX™**

- Dedicated device to track machine performance 24/7.
- Real-time alerts to prevent machine failure through advanced warning.
- Track multiple data points and identify trends.

**WHY NOMAD™**

- Need expert advice? GK's experienced service technicians work side by side with your maintenance team.
- Remove the guesswork! Customized diagnostics programs to optimize uptime.
- Data is power. Increase productivity and end the cycle of downtime.

**WHAT GK CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING...**

“Our maintenance guys love it.”
“GK is there when we need help.”
“You can’t go wrong.”

[www.gkbarrier.com](http://www.gkbarrier.com)